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LIMITS OF SUCCESSIVE CONVOLUTIONS

JOHN C. MARTIN

Abstract. On an arbitrary compact, zero-dimensional, Abelian group, if

jUq.Uj, ... is a sequence of probability measures, a condition on these

measures is given which is necessary and sufficient for each of the sequences

fa,, Mr * Mi+p (*/ * M(+i * M(+2> • • • °f successive convolutions to converge to

Haar measure in the weak-star topology. Some simple consequences of the

theorem are noted.

Let G be a compact, Abelian group and ju, a Borel probability measure on

G. If we denote by yr' the «th convolution power of /x, the following result is

well known.

Theorem [1, Theorem 8]. p"' converges to the normalized Haar measure XG

in the weak-star topology if and only if the support of ju is not contained in a coset

of any proper closed subgroup of G.

In this paper we shall be concerned primarily with zero-dimensional,

compact, Abelian groups. For such a group G we consider, in place of ju ,

successive convolutions of the form fik * jik + l * ■ ■ ■ * yk+m (henceforth abbre-

viated \ikn), where yx, \i2, ... is any sequence of Borel probability measures

on G; we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for fikm to converge to

AG in the weak-star topology for every k.

For background material, including a more complete discussion of convo-

lutions, the reader is referred to [3].

The author wishes to thank Professor William Veech for advice regarding

the preparation of this paper, and the referee for suggestions which led to a

simplification of the proof.

If G is any compact, Abelian group, C(G) will denote the Banach space of

continuous complex-valued functions on G and MiG) C C*(G) the set of

Borel probability measures on G. For ju, v G MiG), the convolution /i. * v is

defined by

fcf{x)diii * v)ix) = fJGf(x + y)dliix)dViy)       if G CiG)).
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Now if H is a subgroup of G, H is open and closed if and only if the index

(G: H) of H in G is finite; if G is zero-dimensional, this will be true whenever

H is the kernel of a continuous character on G. Let H be an open-closed

subgroup, and let ii G M(G). We define \iH G M(G/H) as follows:

m"{M} = m(M)     (Me g/h).

Then it may be verified that for it, v G M(G),

(1) (ji * ,)* = u" * r*

We denote by mH(\x) the maximum of the numbers /^{[x]}.

Theorem. Le7 G be a compact, zero-dimensional, Abelian group, and let

/x,, /i2, .. . G M(G). Then lim^^^ p.km = XG in the weak-star topology for

every k if and only if

(2) for every proper open-closed subgroup H of G, LT^i w//(/*,-) = 0-

Remark. This result, stated in a different form and without reference to

convolutions, is obtained in Lemma 3 of [2] in the case where G is the group

of integers modulo two. In this case there is a simple proof involving the

formula

k+m

KmW - p.kJl}\  =    n    k{0}-M,{L}|.
t=k

Our proof uses two preparatory lemmas.

Lemma 1. For any compact, Abelian group G and any sequence ii[, ti2, ...

G M(G), p.km converges to XG in the weak-star topology for every k if and only

tf\lT=k IA<(y)I = 0/or each k and each nontrivial character y on G.

Proof. It is well known that a sequence vn in M(G) converges to v G M(G)

in the weak-star topology if and only if vn converges pointwise to v. We have

Ac(l) = 1, /L(l) = 1 for each t, and XG(y) = Ofory # 1. The lemma follows

from the fact that p\km = £*A*+l • • • £*+„•    Q-E.D.

Lemma 2. Suppose rt> 0 (7 = 0,1,... ,j - 1) and 2/=o 1 = *• Let R

= max /■, and denote by w thejth root of unity e(\/j) = exp(2tTi/j). Then

7-1
2 rtwl   < |J? + (1 - R)w\.
/=o

The proof is straightforward.

Proof of theorem. Suppose (2) holds. (In fact, we need only assume that

it holds for subgroups H which are kernels of continuous characters on G.) Let

y be any continuous character other than 1; let y(G) = [\,w,... ,w-*~ }

(where w = e(l/j)), and let H = Ker y. Then for 7 > 1,
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r   _ 7-1

£.(?) = Ly{x)dn,{x) = 2 rtiw',
JG r=0    '

where rti = jnr(y- {w~')). Let R; = max,/;, = mHint). Then from Lemma 2,

IA,(y)| < |/J, + (1 - R,)w\ < (1 - 2/?,(I - *,)(1 - cos(2Vy)))l/2.

By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to show that

3(1- 2R,(l - R,)(l - cos(2t7//))) = 0       (k > 0),
t=k

which will be true if 2J=i #,0 - ^,) diverges. But since R, > 1//, the

conclusion follows from (2).

The proof in the other direction holds for any compact Abelian group and

any closed subgroup H and is a straightforward application of (1).    Q.E.D.

A few observations on the theorem are in order. First, it is easy to see that

in the special case where jiij = jtij = • • • = ft, condition (2) reduces to the

statement in the theorem of Kawada and I to at the beginning of the paper.

We consider next the special case in which

dfi, = fdXG,

where f G L2(G,AG),/r > 0, and fGf,dXG = 1. Then since/, G L2, each of
the sequences fk * fk + x,fk * fk + \ * fk+i, ■ ■ ■ IS equicontinuous and therefore

has a uniformly convergent subsequence. It follows that each of these

sequences converges uniformly to 1 if and only if, for every proper open-

closed subgroup H, n,°ii fnHif) = 0 (where mH{ft) = mHin,)).

Finally, we note that if (2) holds for any compact Abelian group G, then

p.km{f) converges to ag(/) for each k, provided that / is a continuous

function which is constant on cosets of some open-closed subgroup; zero-

dimensionality assures that all trigonometric polynomials have this property.

One can consider the same question if the group G is non-Abelian. In this

case, the statement of the theorem will require at least some modification.

Clearly, a necessary condition for nk m to converge to AG for each k is that

n^i Pt{H) = 0 for every proper open-closed subgroup H; hence, the

condition that (2) hold for every proper, normal, open-closed subgroup is not

sufficient (though it is necessary). On the other hand, condition (2) as stated is

not in general necessary: if G is the permutation group S3, H = {e,<j>} is a

subgroup of order 2, \j/ & H, and jn(i//} = /u{i//<#>} = \, we see that p"'

converges to XG although the measure of the left coset \pH is 1.
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